A RULE Study Institute curriculum is a template for connection and a deeper awareness of public issues. Speakers go out of their way to enhance the experience. Guided by Representative Donna Oberlander, RULE XI, onto the House Floor where we had a Representative's view of our Commonwealth's majesty, we witnessed the seats and electronic boards where House voting takes place. Caucus Chair Representative George Dunbar endowed us with a caucus room frame of reference, enhanced by sharing his leadership trajectory.

RULE XIX Scholar Dr. Sandra Trejos was not only the Introducer for Representative Oberlander, but she is also her constituent. Sandra is a professor for PennWest-Clarion where Representative Oberlander is both an Alumna & Trustee.

Representative George Dunbar with introducer, Greg Wharton, while hosting RULE XIX Scholars in the Republican Caucus Room for his resonant presentation.